
            

Work Based Learning
 on the FdA courses at Camberwell



  

on the FdA courses at Camberwell we believe that Work Based Learning is 
about more than doing placements and live projects − it informs everything we do.... 



  

these people have contributed to the design of the course



using their advice we created a simulated design studio environment.   





      

we have regular input 
from significant industry practitioners



      

live projects like this one with Moving Brands



      

and this one with the Victoria & Albert Museum



      



‘I was extremely impressed with both the standard of the presentations  
and the quality of the ideas presented by the students. They clearly showed  
that they understood the communication challenge, the target audience  
and the V&A’s objectives. Their work was not just a demonstration of their  
considerable design talent but also of the detailed research and development 
behind their concepts.’

Karen Leathan - Senior Marketing Manager at the V&A 



if we need to promote the course 
− we give the students a budget and get them to do it!



we have Work Based Learning units 
at Level One and Level Two...



we have Work Based Learning units 
at Level One and Level Two...

Work Based Learning 01:
a report about an issue related to the creative  
industries that features interviews with 4 practitioners







this is supported by 
a programme of practitioner workshops:

thursday 18/02/10 
Speaker 01: Quayola: http://www.quayola.com/
motion/ interaction/ sound/

thursday 25/02/10 
Speaker 02: Miles Donovan (Peepshow)
http://www.peepshow.org.uk/
http://www.milesdonovan.co.uk/
illustration/ animation/ 

thursday 04/03/10 
Speaker 03: Matt Rice. Director Sennep
http://www.sennep.com/
interaction/ web design/ animation/

thursday 11/03/10 
Speaker 04: Matt Wade. Partner Kin
http://www.kin-design.com/
interaction/ environment/ multidisciplinary/

thursday 18/03/10 
Speaker 05: Jon Jeffery. Bibliothéque
http://www.bibliothequedesign.com/
print/ typography/ information/ exhibition/ brand design/



having established some contacts students then embark on −
Work Based Learning 02: a work placement or live project



to organise this we help them prepare some ‘Credentials’





they record and evaluate  
their experiences in a journal







some projects students have worked on during Work Based Learning 02...







point of purchase stickers for American Express



cascade with onedotzero



all this means that by the end of Level Two
students are already active outside of the course


